How to Read
Consumer Buying Power (CBP) - Trade Area (2018 Release)
The Consumer Buying Power report can be used as way to understand the potential expenditure of consumer units (a combined count of households and college/university dormitory population) in a
particular market. CBP provides geography-based estimates of potential annual consumer spending. The data allow users to identify the potential demand for a wide variety of products and services by
geographic area, regardless of where consumers make their purchases. The report is divided into sections, including more than 700 expenditure categories, 40 Retail Store Types, and 53 Yellow Pages
Headings.

In the box to the left, the
aggregate (total) expenditure
for the Entertainment summary
line is $51M in Troy compared
to $426B for the benchmark of
the United States. Looking at
Entertainment as a percentage
of all expenditures, people in
Troy spend 4.86% of their total
expenditures on it, compared to
5.63% in the benchmark of the
United States. In Troy, $2,096
per consumer unit is spent on
Entertainment, compared to
$3,363 per consumer unit in the
benchmark of the United States.
This represents 38% less dollars
spent per consumer unit (Index
= 62) in the trade area
compared to the base.

Index Legend

Aggregate Expenditure Estimate Estimated total dollars spent on the
line item by consumer units found in the trade area, regardless of
where the dollars were spent.

Base % Percentage of total dollars in the base (or benchmark) area
for that category

% Percentage of the total dollars in the trade area for that category

$/Consumer Unit Average dollars spent per consumer unit in the
trade area

Base Aggregate Expenditure Estimate Estimated total dollars spent on
the line item by consumer units in the base (or benchmark) area

Base $/Consumer Unit Average dollars spent per consumer unit in
the base (or benchmark) area
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≤ 80

≥ 110

Index $/Consumer Unit A measure of how similar
or different the trade area is from the base, in
terms of dollars spent per Consumer Unit, in
that specific category
Index Calulation: Index $/Consumer Unit =
$/Consumer Unit ÷ Base $/Consumer Unit x 100
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